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WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT TEXASISHOT

Now, more than ever, Texans need to work together to conserve energy and to make more efficient use 

of  the energy we consume. The "TexasIsHot.org" website is an extraordinary resource for people who 
want to save money and help conserve our precious natural resources. The site is informative and fun 
to use, with dozens of  energy-saving tips and useful tools for saving money, like the online calculator 

that can tell you how much money your home appliances are costing you each month. Visit 
TexasIsHot.org and see for yourself !
State Rep. Rafael Anchía (D-Dallas) 

If  every Texas household adopted just a few of  the dozens of  energy efficiency strategies referenced on 
this educational website, our air would be cleaner, our limited supply of  natural resources would be 
better protected, and our wallets would be heavier with the significant savings associated with reduced 
electricity bills. Adopting an energy efficient lifestyle is one of  the easiest ways to do your part for our 

environment, and at the end of  the day it’s a win-win, because the savings pay for the effort.
State Sen. Kip Averitt (R-Waco), Chairman of  Senate Committee on 
Natural Resources

Texas has been a leader in using energy efficiency as a way to meet increased demand. I believe that 
all Texans need to start rethinking our energy use in order to decrease demand. In order to meet our 
goals, we need programs like the TexasIsHot campaign to help change the way people think about 
energy. I applaud the founding members of  TexasIsHot, and strongly encourage others to join in the 
campaign to educate Texans on how to conserve energy and lower their electric bills in the process.
State Sen. Troy Fraser (R-Horseshoe Bay), Chairman of  Senate Business 
and Commerce Committee

The TexasIsHot campaign targets an important piece of  the clean energy effort -- educating Texans 
on the way we use electricity and quantifying the financial and environmental costs associated with 
our use.  By just reducing the amount of  electricity we use and waste, TexasIsHot.org can show 
people how to save money, clean up the air, and reduce emissions that contribute to climate change.
State Sen. Kirk Watson (D-Austin)

Together we can change habits, lower consumption, and save Texans money.
COALITION GOALS

Educate Texas Consumers 
About Energy Efficiency 
Texans consume more energy than any 
other state. The TexasIsHot Coalition 
will educate consumers on how to be 
more energy efficient by giving them 
accurate information and proven 
strategies on how to lower their electric 
bills.

Provide Tools to Show 
How Much Money Can be 
Saved by Changing 
Habits and Lowering 
Consumption 
Energy efficiency means real 
pocketbook savings. The Coalition 
website has a number of  tools for 
consumers to analyze usage and the 
value of  conservation.

Highlight Coalition 
Members’ Energy Efficiency 
Investments
Texas businesses are investing 
significant capital in alternative energy 
sources and are offering products and 
new technologies that will extend the 
state’s energy supply and also provide 
consumers with more energy options 
and tools. The Coalition will 
emphasize this commitment.

Help Texas Become an 
Energy Efficiency Leader
Texas currently ranks 11th among 
states in energy efficiency but ranks in 
the middle of  the pack for educational 
programs to promote energy efficiency in 
homes, appliances, transportation and 
electric utilities.  The Coalition will 
work to change this and make energy 
efficiency a normal part of  everyday life 
for Texas consumers.

Our mission is to change the way Texans 
think about electricity and energy use.

‣ Together, we can change our 
habits, lower our consumption, 
AND... lower our electric bills in 
the process. 

‣ While businesses are working to 
do their part to lessen Texas’ 
energy consumption, consumers 
can play a significant role as well. 

‣ Simple energy efficiency solutions 
will allow Texans to save significant 
money on their electric bills. 

‣ In fact, Texas homeowners could 
save 20-30% on their electric bills, 
a savings of between $1700 and 
$2500 over 5-7 years.*

‣ A 20-30% savings for every Texas 
family would amount to nearly $2 
billion in savings every year.*

TexasIsHot.org — 
A little energy can go a long way. 

*2008 Comptrollers Report


